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Problem: 
How do I access model specific registers (MSRs) on AMD Geode-based computers?  

Background: 
There are occasions when it is necessary for software to read or write to MSRs. For example, in 
order to implement a watchdog timer or set high-speed serial port baud rates on Geode SBCs, 
MSRs must be accessed. There are a number of ways to access MSRs, some more 
complicated than others.  

Three methods of accessing MSRs are discussed in this article: 

1. Virtual Register Access 
2. CPU Opcodes 
3. MSR Mailbox  

Only the first method is described in detail. This method is recommended because it is simple to 
implement and will work in most situations where MSR access is required. The other two 
methods are summarized, with links to appropriate data sheets, but detailed procedures are not 
provided.  

Solution: 
Use one of the following methods to access MSRs. The first method, Virtual Register Access, is 
recommended.  

MSRs have a 32-bit address space and a 64-bit data space. The full 64-bit data space is always 
read or written when accessed; however, you will seldom use all 64-bits of data for an 
operation. See the AMD CS5536 Companion Device Data Book for a description of the 64 bits 
of the MSR you want to access. 

Method 1: Virtual Register Access 

A virtual register is defined in Geode architecture which enables Ring-3 software to access 
MSRs. (See the AMD Geode Virtual Register Specification for a complete description of the 
virtual register.) However, in some protected-mode operating systems, I/O may also be 
restricted. In such cases, a device driver or other method is necessary to enable the virtual 
register access to proceed. 

No error checking is performed on the MSR address acquired with this method. Use of an 
invalid MSR address causes an exception, resulting in a system hang. Invalid MSRs in the 
companion device return invalid data on reads and are ignored on writes.  

Accessing a virtual register is a three phase process: 

 Unlock phase 
 Index phase 
 Data phase 

A GLIU descriptor is used to generate an SMI upon access to the virtual register I/O range. In 
the following example, the 

http://www.versalogic.com/Support/Downloads/PDF/cs5536_ds.pdf
http://www.versalogic.com/support/Downloads/PDF/Geode_VR_Spec.pdf
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default virtual register I/O range of 0AC1Ch-0AC1Fh is used. The actual range is defined by the 
Northbridge Function 0, BAR0 value. (See VT1601 - Scanning the PCI Configuration Space.)  

Virtual register access code example:  

 
#include stdio.h   
#include conio.h   
#include stdlib.h  
 
#define VRC_INDEX          0xAC1C // Index register 
#define VRC_DATA           0xAC1E // Data register 
#define VRC_UNLOCK         0xFC53 // Virtual register unlock code 
#define VRC_MISCELLANEOUS  0x00 
#define MSR_ACCESS         0x07 
#define WRITE              1 
#define READ               0 
 
unsigned long msr_data_hi; 
unsigned long msr_data_lo; 
 
void RW_msr (unsigned int RW,  
             unsigned long Msr_Address, 
             unsigned long And_Mask_Hi,  
             unsigned long And_Mask_Lo, 
             unsigned long Or_Mask_Hi,  
             unsigned long Or_Mask_Lo) 
{ 
  _asm 
  { 
    .386 
    pushad 
 
    //unlock phase 
    mov     dx, VRC_INDEX 
    mov     ax, VRC_UNLOCK 
    out     dx, ax 
 
    //index phase 
    mov     ah, VRC_MISCELLANEOUS 
    mov     al, MSR_ACCESS 
    out     dx, ax 
 
    //data phase 
    mov     cx, RW 
    jcxz    readmsr 
 
    //data phase: write 
    mov     ecx, Msr_Address 
    mov     esi, And_Mask_Hi 
    mov     edi, And_Mask_Lo 
    mov     ebx, Or_Mask_Hi 
    mov     eax, Or_Mask_Lo 
    mov     dx, VRC_DATA 
    out     dx, ax 
    jmp     msrend 
 
    //data phase: read 
    readmsr: 
    mov     ecx, Msr_Address 
    mov     dx, VRC_DATA 
    in      ax, dx 
    mov     msr_data_hi, edx 
    mov     msr_data_lo, eax 
 
    msrend: 
    popad 
  }; 

http://www.versalogic.com/kb/KB.asp?KBID=1601
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} 
 
void main (void) 
{ 
  //Get MFGPT base address 
  RW_msr (READ, 0x5140000D,  0L, 0L, 0L, 0L); 
 
  printf("Raw upper DWORD: 0x%08X\n", msr_data_hi); 
  printf("Raw lower DWORD: 0x%08X\n", msr_data_lo); 
  printf("MFGPT Base Address: 0x%4X\n", msr_data_lo); 
} 

Method 2: CPU Opcodes 

This method is more complicated than the virtual register access method. The CPU opcodes 
used are privileged instructions, which can be a problem for Ring-3 applications.  

An MSR can be read using the RDMSR instruction, opcode 0F32h. During an MSR read, the 
contents of the particular MSR, specified by the ECX register, are loaded into the EDX:EAX 
registers. An MSR can be written using the WRMSR instruction, opcode 0F30h. During an MSR 
write, the contents of EDX:EAX are loaded into the MSR specified in the ECX register.  

Registers: 
ECX = MSR address 
EDX:EAX = Data (64-bit) 

Opcodes:  
ASM_RDMSR = 0F32h  
ASM_WRMSR = 0F30h 

See section 4.2 of the AMD GX Processor Data Book or LX Processor Data Book for GLIU 
register descriptions.  

Method 3: MSR Mailbox 

An “MSR Access Mailbox” is located in PCI configuration register space. It consists of the 
following 32-bit registers: 

 MSR Address (PCI Index F4h) – Full MSR routing path in the upper portion plus 14 
device address bits in the lower portion.  

 MSR Data Low (PCI Index F8h) Bits [31:0] – When read, an MSR cycle is generated. 
The 64-bit read returns the low 32 bits and saves the upper 32 bits for a read to “Data 
High.” A write holds the value written as the current “Data Low.” 

 MSR Data High (PCI Index FCh) Bits [63:32] – Reads return the upper 32 bits of the last 
MSR value read. Writes generate an MSR write cycle using the current value and the 
“Data Low” value.  

For further details on the MSR Access Mailbox see Section 6.2.3 of the CS5536 Databook. 

Related Documents: 

 VT1601 - Scanning the PCI Configuration Space  

http://www.versalogic.com/Support/Downloads/PDF/GX_Databook_Feb2006.pdf
http://www.versalogic.com/support/Downloads/PDF/LXManualMay08.pdf
http://www.versalogic.com/Support/Downloads/PDF/cs5536_ds.pdf
http://www.versalogic.com/kb/KB.asp?KBID=1601
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